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Cryptocurrency has been used to solve varying challenges in the past such as 
allowing users to send data in a decentralized and transparent way without the 
involvement of external bodies and 3rd Parties. Cryptocurrency has also been 
widely adopted because of the nonexistent need for an intermediary (such as a 
financial institution) that makes the cost of transactions ridiculous. In the same 
way, Dragon Pool seeks to leverage the advantages of cryptocurrency and 
blockchain technology to give back to society in a way that has not been fully 
exploited.

Dragon Pool hosted on the fast and trusted smart chain powered by Binance 
(BinanceSmart Chain otherwise called BSC) is a platform that features toke-
nized Digital creatures in a virtual universe. This leverages the unique feature 
of Non-Fungibility that BEP-721 offers. BEP721 is a standard for representing 
ownership of non-fungible tokens, this implies that each token is unique such 
as in collectibles or real estate.

Dragon Pool is a new implementation based on the same formula, with several 
newhighly- desirable features. Most significantly, it makes use of the BEP20 
protocol offered by BSC to create its own Token known as DP-NFT. BEP-20 is a 
Binance Smart Chain token standard similar to ERC-20, the most widely used 
Ethereum token standard. It functions as a blueprint or framework for the de-
velopment of tokens, defining how they can be used, who can spend them, and 
other usage parameters.

Dragon Pool aims to be the first ecosystem to combine the thrill of gaming and 
the value of digital collectibles, transforming it into the digital creature’s  
universe. Dragon Pool willmake use of a nextlevel NFT- based gameplay and 
integrate it with a blockchain-based decentralized financial system, making 
the game not only for fun but also an investment.

1. Introduction
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1.1 Our vision and mission

The video game industry (and also NFT use) has quickly become one of the 
main drivers of blockchain adoption among the general public. Many giants of 
the gaming world have understood this well and are investing colossal sums in 
the development of video games based on the blockchain or features taking 
advantage of this technology. From now and years to come, the blockchain and 
its countless possibilities promise to invade the daily lives of gamers.

The phenomenal success of the Pokémon Go game developed by Nintendo that 
made augmented reality a part of the daily lives of millions of people also 
inspired the development of this revolutionary blockchain project. Dragon 
Pool's mission is to build an integrated digital platform of tokenized monsters 
that appeals to the average consumer as they can participate and make a profit 
while actively using Blockchain technology.

This is why Dragon Pool has found a way to combine the blockchain-based 
gaming world and NFT in a next-generation concept and created a digital  
platform universe of unique digital creatures. The future of blockchain video 
games will first come through Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).

1.2 Why Binance Smart Chain?

The dual chain architecture of BSC allows its users to effectively develop and 
build their own decentralized apps (dApps) and also digital assets on one 
blockchain. This is one feature that Dragon Pool development targets. More-
over, dApps build on this smart chain can take advantage of this fast trading 
platform to exchange tokens just as fast between one another.

BSC is fully compatible with EVM. It also supports one of the most popular DeFi 
wallets, MetaMask. It includes pre-integrated pricing oracles (such as  
ChainLink), which are essential for many sorts of dApps. Switching from 
 Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain has never been easier thanks to this degree 
of compatibility. BEP-20 token hosted on BSC allows for blockchain bridging.
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Furthermore, BSC's compatibility with EVM-compatible chains such as  
Ethereum or a faster blockchain like Solana makes it easier to list tokens on 
major exchanges. Ethereum transaction costs reached new highs as DeFi coins 
surged in 2021. This proved a stumbling block for DeFi's expansion, discouraging 
widespread participation. Gas expenses on Binance Smart Chain (BSC) are over 
20 times lower than on Ethereum.

As a result, the game for DeFi protocols has changed dramatically. In the same 
way, user interaction is encouraged through BSC.

1.3 Understanding Non-Fungible Tokens

Like physical money, cryptocurrencies are fungible i.e., they can be traded or  
exchanged, one for another. For example, one Bitcoin is always equal in value to 
another Bitcoin. Similarly, a single unit of Ether is always equal to another unit. 
This fungibility characteristic makes cryptocurrencies suitable for use as a 
secure medium of transaction in the digital economy.

NFTs shift the crypto paradigm by making each token unique and irreplaceable, 
thereby making it impossible for one non-fungible token to be equal to another. 
They are digital representations of assets and have been likened to digital  
passports because each token contains a unique, non-transferable identity to 
distinguish it from other tokens. They are also extensible, meaning you can  
combine one NFT with another to “breed” a third, unique NFT. 
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2. about project
2.1 Game Overview

Dragon Pool is the game that completely combines between NFT IO-game 
foundation (mobile game) and blockchain Binance Smart Chain (BSC).

The game has a simple confrontation, each player owns a collection of one or 
more dragons, participating in combat to bring value.

Considered as a breakthrough development of NFT technology - the skill 
achieved in the game determines the number of NFT assets, Dragon Pool  
evaluates players by skill and strategy through levels achieved in the game.

The final NFT reward is determined, based on the player's skill.

The game aims to be fun with simple mechanics, unlike other blockchain 
games with extensive features. We target the most average gamers and all 
crypto enthusiasts regardless of age and profession. We specialize in games of 
the genre that are more entertaining and relaxing than other genres, which 
require more gamers' brains to solve puzzles. Not only that, it also helps 
gamers practice ingenuity and skills to perfect tactics to protect their Dragon. 

We believe that in this busy and pressurized world, everyone should be 
rewarded with property values for taking some time and relaxing.

2.2 Game Story

“From time immemorial, our present Earth ruled by the Legend of the Dragon 
Tribes, they are divided into 5 major races to govern in different territories: 
Hydra, Wyrm, Drake, Oriental and Knuck.  

Like the other empires, the Dragon Tribes always want to expand their territory 
and tame other tribes to assert their power and ambition to dominate the 
world. Dragon Valley is the place where wars take place to compete power. 
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This magical land is the convergence of the spirit of heaven and earth. In order 
to show their strength and protect their power, the tribes will depute the most 
elite warriors to join the battle, the chosen Dragons have to undergo intense 
training, and often the the strongest in that tribe. When participating in the 
battle, these Dragons must fight with the spirit of either "killing" or "being 
killed", forcing them to in turn destroy and suck the vitality of other dragons to 
survive and become stronger. 

Legend has it that the dragon who fights, destroys and preserves his life safely 
to the end in the battle will become the Divine Dragon. Once becoming the Divine 
Dragon it will be the strongest and most powerful, he will unite all 5 tribes to 
rule and become invincible in the legendary Dragon world.”
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3. game features

Each dragon training warrior will buy a dragon 
egg for 100.000 token, egg will hatch randomly: 
01 level 1 Dragon Head.

Dragons will have different rarity, the greater 
the rarity - the higher the value. 

The number of eggs is limited to only 20,000 for 
phase 1. 

Dragon Pool Game you can also participate in 
buying and selling on the marketplace. You can 
use your tokens to make transactions like 
buying other players' dragons. 

In addition, you can also sell your own dragon 
for others to buy back at a reasonable price.

OWNING A DRAGON

MARKETPLACE
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The journey to becoming a true dragon-training 
warrior has never been easy, your mission is to 
train your dragon to fight every day, equip more 
items available in the Marketplace to increase 
the advantage to earn more DP- NFT tokens.

Dragon level will be raised based on the 
number of token earned from the battles and 
the number of the battles that player join in.

Through each battle, your dragon will gain 
more experience to upgrade, grow in size and 
have more advantages.

FIGHTING

LEVEL UP
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Invite friends to play together and you will 
received 1% total of the number of that’s friends 
earn. Play at least 5 minutes per day to get this 
amazing gift

Attractive daily reward quest system.

Allows players to create multiple rooms, the 
owner of the room receives a commission.

Ranking and organizing tournaments.

Top rankings, weekly rewards.

Special playroom system with high profit

SHARE A FRIEND

REWARDS MECHANISM
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TOKEN ALLOCATION

4. TOKENOMIC

Token Name: Dragon Pool Token

Ticket : DP-NFT

Total supply: 100,000,000,000 tokens

Protocol: BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain)

1 transfer fee 1.5% (1% transfer to burn 
wallet reduces supply, 0.5% is a reward 
divided equally among holders according to 
holding ratio).

Burning rate limit 95%

Advisor: 3% - Lock 

Dev: 24% - Lock

Marketing : 12% - Lock

Agency: 10% - Lock

Play to earn: 26% - Lock

Listing: 12% - Lock cakelp

Presale: 12% 

Airdrop: 1%
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TS. PHILLIP NUNN

5. development team
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CEO and international speaker on Blockchain, 
Cryptocurrency and fintechF.
With more than 15 years’ experience in financial 
services, Phillip specialises in wealth manage-
ment, angel investment, commercial property 
investment and financial technology.
Phillip has sat on the advisory boards of many 
IDO's over the past 12 months XchangeR-
ate,EVO,Rubius,… and has helped structure and 
fund some of the biggest companies of the 
future.
Phillip has become a well-known, online influ-
encer in the blockchain and crypto space and 
has travelled the world evangelising and talking 
on these subjects.



ROGER NGUYEN

Participate in all major decisions from production to product 
monitoring. 
With 5 years of experience in theblockchain field, before estab-
lishing Dragon Pool, Roger Nguyen and his team deployed a 
series of fundraising projects, raising capital up to 10 million 
USD. Most recently, 2019 was a successful cooperation with the 
NFT game project with a funding round of 3 million USD

Daniel and his team have done community development and 
fundraising for projects. Owning a network of KOLs / Influenc-
ers and a multinational crypto press partner, the projects he 
and his team work on always achieve high virality, high ratings 
and create great attraction for the community.

Chadly Nguyen directly leads the engineering team and plans to 
deploy the product. With experience in designing 20 DEX / CEX, 
De-fi exchange, game, he provides strategy and 
technical operations for the entire team.

Directly run the original art and design team, responsible for the 
art direction and many of the game's design ideas. With the 
advantage of UX / UI combined  with Unity platform, he has par-
ticipated in more than 30 Vietnamese and international 
mini-game projects, genres such as: Fish Shooting, Card Game, 
Board Game ...

Blockchain Developer

DANIEL PHAM
Fundraising & marketing

NOLAN NGUYEN
Front-end Developer

CHADLY NGUYEN
Back-end Developer
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6. roadmap

12/2021 03/2022
Character creation and marketplace
Create website and social channels
Audit
Airdrop and bounty
Presale
Listing DEX PancakeSwap
Update information to Coingecko
Listing on CEX top (airdrop phase 2 
for all member on CEX exchange) 
Launch beta game

KOLs / Influencer marketing
Official launch of the game
Live streamer
Airdrop phase 3
Launched the feature of buying 
and selling items for dragon 
embryos
Launching daily reward quest 
system

PHASE 1 PHASE 2

06/2022 09/2022

VIP playroom feature (earn more 
tokens)
Allows creating multiple rooms, the 
owner of the room receives a 
commission
Ranking top rank, reward every 
week
Special room system with high 
profit

New Dragons Released Dragon 
farming feature
Features of owning and selling 
dragon's house
Mobile platform (ios, android)

PHASE 3 PHASE 4

Listing Coinmarketcap

Launch game ver2

Collaboration with game studios
Organizing tournaments, multination-
al gaming tournaments
Listing more DEX/CEX exchanges

Launching game ver3
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7. WHAT DOES DRAGON POOL BRING TO YOU?

Infrastructure based on Binance Smart Chain platform with huge trading 

volume, fast asset movement between networks and competitive trans-

action costs

Gameplay is simple, attractive, attractive,  lively but requires high tactics

Using blockchain technology to help prevent censorship and interference 

from publishers

With only $6 which is a great starting cost, you can own dragon eggs and 

earn several thousand Dollars if you have a good strategy in order to  

protect your Dragon from getting killed.

Diverse mission system, many attractive rewards, high value

With airdrop and presale programs, players will be able to own DP-NFT 

Token very soon.

DP-NFT tokens used in the game will be listed on Dex Pancakeswap, CEX 

Top, you can buy and sell easily through top international exchanges.

Dragon Pool is the first ecosystem of DP-NFT token, the game is not only 

an entertaining game but also requires you to have strategic thinking, step 

by step evolution, conquer and unify 5 tribes dragons, becoming invincible 

and bringing great financial value.
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8. BACKERs & PARTNERS
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9. Rules and Due Diligence

9.1 Technical Risk

The Dragon Pool smart contract is based on the Binance Smart chain system. 
All steps will be taken to ensure that the contract is free of technical glitches, 
but it would beimpossible to update it once submitted to the BSC network. To 
understand the potential risks, contributors should be familiar with block-
chain technology.

9.2 Legal Disclaimer

Dragon Pool strives to constantly update the data on its homepage and to 
ensure its accuracy. However, Dragon Pool cannot guarantee or promise the 
topicality, correctness, completeness, or quality of the information provided or 
the optimal functioning of the website and the resolution of operational prob-
lems. Dragon Pool is not responsible for any damage, whether, for example, 
directly related or consequential to the access, use, or non-use of the infor-
mation provided, or to the use of erroneous information and incomplete and/or 
the website. Under no circumstances can Dragon Pool  be held liable for any 
damages, whatever they may be, based on disappointed confidence and which 
may result from the existence or absence of information on this whitepaper or 
website.

The information presented on the whitepaper is provided for informational 
purposes only and can not be taken as a compelling note asking for an invest-
ment of any sort in whatever form.

Nothing found in this Whitepaper is or may be depended upon as a pledge, un-
dertaking,or representation about the later performance of Dragon Pool.
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Protecting our fans and community is a primary priority for the Dragon Pool 
Company. We understand the importance that security researchers and  
specialists may provide to our business in terms of preserving the integrity 
and security of our platform and users' data, and we welcome such   
disclosures.

All proper procedures and security initiatives to counter future threats will be 
enforced by Dragon Pool’s team. Contributors and users must obey all of 
Dragon Pool’s instructions/guidelines and make all  ppropriate efforts to 
ensure that they use the correct contract address at all times.

Please contact Customer Service via Support if you have any other issues or 
concerns about. Dragon Pool or other services.
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